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Abstract
Advances in the fundamental understanding of microstructure evolution and plastic flow during primary and secondary processing of titanium alloys are summarized. Examples focus on the recrystallization of the beta phase and spheroidization of alpha lamellae during the breakdown of alpha/beta titanium alloys, challenges in the rolling of foil of alpha/beta and gamma-TiAl alloys, and the effect of microstructure and composition on the superplastic flow behavior of alpha/beta titanium alloys. Particular attention is given to models describing the refinement (or coarsening) of microstructural scale and non-uniformities that may impact forming response during operations such as rolling of sheet and superplastic forming. Current understanding of the persistence of microstructural anomalies such as microtextured regions (aka macrozones) is also described. Finally, recent developments in the characterization of such features via microscopy and ultrasonics are discussed.

Introduction
Conventional ingot-metallurgy (wrought) techniques comprise the most common methods for synthesizing and fabricating titanium-alloy components for the aerospace and other industries [1, 2]. Based on the melting and solidification of large ingots followed by a number of thermomechanical processing (TMP) steps, such approaches provide well-controlled microstructures, minimal defects, and attractive mechanical properties. The various hot-working and heat-treatment steps required to achieve optimal performance are typically performed by primary-metal producers, part vendors, and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).

Operations performed by primary metal producers usually comprise the melting and re-melting of ingots (via vacuum-arc or cold-hearth techniques) and the conversion of such materials to billets, slabs, sheet etc. via upsetting, drawing/cogging, and rolling to produce semi-finished products such as billets, plate, and sheet. For alpha/beta titanium alloys, wrought processing consisting of beta hot working (i.e., working above the alpha/beta transus, temperature), primary alpha/beta hot working, and beta recrystallization is used to breakdown/recrystallize the as-cast, coarse-columnar beta grain structure in the starting ingot. Subsequent, secondary alpha/beta hot working to produce billet or slab products is applied to spheroidize the lamellar alpha formed during cooling following the final beta recrystallization step. Slabs so produced can then be rolled to plate or sheet at temperatures moderately high in the alpha/beta phase field. Alternatively, plate products are sometimes beta annealed again, water quenched to develop a martensitic-alpha microstructure, and warm rolled to sheet to breakdown the fine transformation product. By this means, a refined alpha particle size, which promotes low-temperature superplasticity, is obtained.

Common processing operations performed by part vendors and OEMs include closed-die forging of axi-symmetric or more-complex-shaped (e.g., rib-web) components, shape extrusion, ring rolling, superplastic forming, diffusion bonding, and final heat treatment.

In the sections below, a number of advances in the understanding of the mechanisms and/or modeling of microstructure evolution during TMP of titanium alloys are described. Most of these topics focus on the processing of alpha/beta (and near-alpha) alloys and include the following:

- Static recrystallization of the beta phase
- Spheroidization of alpha lamellae
- Rolling of foil
- Low-temperature superplasticity of ultra-fine alloys
- Deformation and transformation texture formation and the retention/detection of microtextured regions

Beta Recrystallization
The recrystallization of the beta phase represents a critical step in the conversion of ingots of alpha/beta (and beta) titanium alloys to mill products. During deformation in the single-phase beta field, flow-curve measurements have generally exhibited an initial strain-hardening stage followed by steady-state flow, or features indicative of dynamic recovery [3]. Hence, recrystallization of the beta-grain structure tends to occur after deformation during exposure in the beta phase field. The driving force for such recrystallization comprises the stored work imparted by beta hot working and/or primary alpha/beta hot working.

Early research [4-7] showed that beta grains that grow during beta annealing following alpha/beta hot working originate from the small amount of this phase present in the as-hot-worked material. However, the exact mechanism and kinetics were not elucidated. Recent work by Pilchak, et al. [8], on the other hand, has shed new light on such issues. In particular, it has been demonstrated that the beta phase undergoes a process analogous to metadynamic recrystallization characterized by the growth of a small population of pre-existing grains with high-angle boundaries into a matrix of beta subgrains (Figure 1). Recrystallization results in the elimination of the very strong, principal texture component, which is associated with the beta subgrain structure, and its replacement by a substantially-weaker component possessed by the recrystallized grains which consume the original beta matrix (Figure 2).

The rate of migration of the recrystallized grains may be estimated using a simple numerical model originally proposed by Humphreys [9]:
Here, the radius, mobility, and boundary energy of the growing grain(s) are denoted as $R$, $M$, and $\gamma$, and the average radius and boundary energy of the subgrains as $\bar{R}$ and $\bar{\gamma}$, respectively. For large values of $R$ relative to $\bar{R}$, the above expression indicates a linear growth rate whose magnitude is equal to the product of the mobility of the high-angle boundaries, the surface energy of the subgrains, and the inverse size of the subgrains.

\[
\frac{dR}{dt} = M \left( \frac{\gamma}{R} - \frac{\gamma}{\bar{R}} \right) \tag{1}
\]

Concurrent with the increase in $\alpha/\beta$ interphase boundary energy, sub-boundaries form within each phase [13]. Because the equilibrium cell/subgrain size at high temperatures exceeds the thickness of the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ lamellae/laths in the transformed microstructure, individual sub-boundaries are developed. These sub-boundaries tend to lie normal to the $\alpha/\beta$ interface and develop misorientations whose magnitude increases approximately linearly with strain [14]. The evolution of the $\alpha/\beta$ interface energy and the development of sub-boundaries with each phase provide the driving forces for spheroidization.

### Alpha-Platelet Fragmentation

During hot working and the early stages of annealing following hot working, a platelet-fragmentation process dominates spheroidization behavior. In this case, the sub-boundaries lying normal to the $\alpha/\beta$ interface are thermodynamically unstable, thus leading to grooves whose full penetration across the thickness of a lamella produces fragmentation (Figure 3a) [15]. The kinetics of grooving can be described using the classical analysis of Mullins [16, 17]. For example, the time for penetration, $t_p$, is given by the following expression:

\[
t_p = \frac{0.2d^3}{Am^3} \tag{2}
\]

Spheroidization of Alpha Lamellae

Spheroidization of a lamellar- or basketweave- $\alpha$ microstructure during TMP of $\alpha/\beta$ titanium alloys is controlled by several micro-mechanisms. The extent of each depends on the nature of hot working/heat treatment and alloy composition. These factors determine the characteristics of the stored work (which drives spheroidization) and the rate of diffusion.

During deformation, slip processes within the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phases and across the $\alpha/\beta$ interface are key in the development of sub-boundaries within each phase and the loss of coherency of the $\alpha/\beta$ interface. At low strains ($\leq 0.1$), slip transmission across low-energy ($\sim 50$ mJ/m$^2$), coherent $\alpha/\beta$ interfaces is possible for the “easy glide” system for which an $\langle a \rangle$ dislocation in the $\alpha$ phase is nearly parallel to a $\langle 111 \rangle$ slip vector in the $\beta$ phase [10, 11]. By contrast, the activity of the other two $\langle a \rangle$ slip systems in the $\alpha$ phase gives rise to complex dislocation reactions at $\alpha/\beta$ interfaces. These dislocation processes decrease coherency and eventually lead to higher-energy ($\sim 300$ mJ/m$^2$), incoherent $\alpha/\beta$ interphase boundaries. The transition from coherent to incoherent typically occurs by a strain of the order of 0.4 to 0.6 [12].

Figure 1. Reconstructed $\beta$-phase EBSD normal-direction inverse-pole-figure maps and pole figures for subtransus-hot-rolled Ti-6Al-4V sheet which was $\beta$ annealed for (a) 31.5 s or (b) 342 s. [8]

Figure 2. Reconstructed $\beta$-phase pole figures for subtransus-hot-rolled Ti-6Al-4V sheet which was $\beta$ annealed for (a) 31.5 s or (b) 750 s. [8]

Figure 3. Alpha-platelet fragmentation by the grooving process: (a) Micrograph of Ti-6Al-4V hot worked at $955^\circ$C, 0.1 s$^{-1}$ [15] and (b) schematic illustration of the Mullins thermal-grooving mechanism [17].
In Equation (2), $d_0$ denotes the thickness of the α lamella/lath, $m_0$ is the slope of the groove at its symmetry plane ($=\tan \delta$, Figure 3b), and $A$ is defined as follows:

$$A = \frac{C_\beta \gamma_{ab} \Omega^2 D_\beta}{k_B T} = \frac{C_\beta \gamma_{ab} V_M D_\beta}{R_g T},$$

(3)

In Equation (3), $C_\beta$ denotes the concentration of the rate-limiting solute in the matrix (expressed in terms of atoms per unit volume or atomic fraction), $\gamma_{ab}$ is the $\alpha/\beta$ interface energy, $\Omega$ is the atomic volume, $D_\beta$ is the diffusivity of the solute through the matrix ($\beta$) phase, $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $V_M$ is the molar volume of the matrix, and $R_g$ is the gas constant. The strong influence of the platelet thickness ($d_0$) and the slope ($m_0$) on grooving behavior is demonstrated by the cubic dependence of $t_p$ on these quantities in Equation (2). In turn, the slope $m_0$ is dependent on the energy of the $\alpha/\beta$ interfaces and $\alpha/\alpha$ sub-boundaries through the surface-tension (force-equilibrium) relation, i.e.,

$$2\gamma_{ab} \sin \delta = \gamma_{\alpha\alpha}$$

(4)

Because $\gamma_{\alpha\alpha}$ would tend to be less than or equal to $\gamma_{ab}$, the maximum value of $\delta$ is ~30°, and thus the slope $m_0$ must be less than or equal to 0.577. The overall dependence of $\gamma_{\alpha\alpha}/d_0$ on imposed strain also determines the dependence of fragmentation time on the level of deformation.

Strictly speaking, the expressions for $A$ (Equation (3)) and hence $t_p$ (Equation (2)) are valid only when both the matrix phase and the second phase are terminal solid solutions. For $\alpha/\beta$ titanium alloys, neither the $\alpha$ nor the $\beta$ phase is a terminal solid solution. In this case, a composition factor $C_F$, defined as follows, replaces $C_\beta$ in Equation (3) [18]:

$$C_F = \frac{(1 - C_\beta)}{C_\alpha \gamma_{ab} \gamma_{\alpha\alpha} / [1 + \ln(n_C_\beta)]}$$

(5)

The term in brackets in the denominator of Equation (4) is the thermodynamic factor (for which $r =$ activity coefficient of the solute in the beta phase).

**Termination Migration**

The complete spheroidization of a lamellar microstructure via boundary grooving/fragmentation during or following deformation usually requires strains (and times) much in excess of those that can be imposed in conventional production practices. Moreover, the dislocation substructure which drives boundary grooving tends to be eliminated in relatively short times during static heat treatment. At the completion of the pinch-off process, sections of alpha lamellae having a pancake-like shape remain. Subsequent (longer-time) completion of spheroidization thus occurs via termination migration; i.e., the transfer of solute from the periphery to the flat (plan) surfaces of each (assumed non-interacting) alpha lamella, resulting in equiaxed alpha particles whose diameters are substantially greater than the original platelet thickness [15]. Assuming bulk-diffusion control of the process, the time $t_s$ to complete spheroidization of a remnant platelet of thickness $d_0$ and diameter $w$ is given by the following relation [19]:

$$t_s = \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{w}{d_0} \right) \frac{D_{\beta}}{V_M} \frac{1}{R_g T} \left( \frac{\xi}{w/d_0} + 0.5 \right)$$

(6a)

in which

$$\xi = \frac{w}{d_0} - 0.5$$

(6b)

$$t^* = \frac{3}{4} \frac{D_{\beta}}{V_M} \frac{1}{R_g T} \frac{1}{C_{\alpha}}$$

(6c)

The difficulty of spheroidizing remnant-$\alpha$ platelets which are thick is underscored by Equation (6) which reveals a cubic dependence of $t_s$ on $d_0$.

**Applications**

A number of experimental observations have verified the usefulness of the fragmentation and termination-migration/spheroidization analyses.

As a first example, the applicability of the Mullins analysis for the pinch-off of $\alpha$ platelets has been assessed using the static-heat-treatment observations of Stefansson and Semiatin following hot-working of Ti-6Al-4V [15, 18]. In this work, it was found that boundary splitting was completed in ~14 h at 900°C and ~1 h at 955°C. At both temperatures, the slope $m_0$ (= $\tan \delta$) was measured as ~0.35. Input data at the lower and higher temperatures comprised the values of the composition factor (30.6, 61.3) [20], diffusivity of the rate-limiting solute (vanadium) (0.025, 0.05 $\mu$m/s) [21], and the $\alpha$-platelet thicknesses (~1, 2 $\mu$m) [15]. The molar volume (10,440 mm$^3$) and $\alpha/\beta$ interphase-boundary energy (0.4 J/m$^2$) were taken to be the same at both temperatures [20]. Applying Equation (2), the predicted time (1 h) was in excellent agreement with the observation for 955°C, but the prediction for 900°C (32 h) was approximately twice that observed [18]. The difference between measured and predicted times for heat treatment at 900°C was surmised to be due to dislocation substructure in the $\beta$ matrix retained from prior hot working and a concomitant enhancement in kinetics due to pipe diffusion.

The effect of residual dislocation substructure in the $\beta$ matrix on solute diffusion and thus grooving kinetics has also been deduced to be important from the work of Zherebtsov, et al. [22]. Among various sets of test conditions, Ti-6Al-4V was warm worked and annealed at 800°C. Using material coefficients appropriate for this specific test temperature, including a diffusivity for vanadium in a $\beta$ matrix without residual warm work, the time to complete grooving was predicted to be 190 h. This prediction was considerably greater than that observed, i.e., 20 h, however. Such a difference was explained on the basis of an enhancement of diffusional processes by one order of magnitude for materials with substantial retained substructure from prior working [18, 23].

The validity of Equation (6) to quantify the spheroidization behavior via termination migration and the possible retention of remnant lamellae was established by Semiatin, et al. [19] using observations for Ti-6Al-4V heat treated at 955°C. At this temperature, the shapes of the lamellae that existed after the completion of grooving (time ~ 1 h) approximated the idealized pancake geometry assumed in the diffusion model. As for the grooving mechanism, the diffusion of vanadium through the beta matrix was assumed to be rate-limiting.
Model predictions of $\tau_{sd}$ and hence $\tau_{sd}$ for spheroidization of the remnant lamellae are given in Table 1. The predicted values for the spheroidization time for the pancake-shape geometry ranged from approximately 5 to 15 hours for 5 of the 7 platelets; the other two lamellae were predicted to require times of the order of 30 hours. These values of spheroidization time compared well with the measured time of 12-14 h to achieve approximately 90% spheroidized volume fraction of modest aspect-ratio, partially-spheroidized lamellae after 14 hours was not surprising.

### Table 1. Geometry of Remnant $\alpha$ Lamellae and Model Predictions of Spheroidization Time at 955°C [19]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$w$ (μm)</th>
<th>$d_{α}$ (μm)</th>
<th>$ε$</th>
<th>$\tau_{sd}$</th>
<th>$\tau_{sd}$ (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Static spheroidization measurements for Ti-6Al-4V at 800°C by Zherebtsov, et al. [22] verified the applicability of Equation (6) at lower temperatures. Assuming that the initial stage of annealing at this temperature had removed all of the warm work in the $β$ matrix, the time to spheroidize remnant lamellae by termination migration was estimated to be 104 h using a diffusivity appropriate for a fully-annealed material. This estimate showed approximate agreement with the measurement (50 h).

The retarding effect of slow-diffusing solutes such as molybdenum on spheroidization of lamellar $α$ by platelet fragmentation and termination migration has also been established. Some key experimental results for Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si [24] are shown in Figure 4. Here, the dependence of the average aspect ratio of the $α$ lamellae on the level of prestrain and the annealing time at 955°C is summarized. Two regimes are apparent, a short-time period (≤ 2 h), during which the average aspect ratio drops very rapidly, and a longer-time period during which it decreases more slowly. These two stages are associated with platelet fragmentation via the grooving mechanism and completion of spheroidization via termination migration, respectively [24]. Model predictions of the time required for platelet fragmentation (Equation (2)) and termination migration (using an expression similar to Equation (6) modified for elliptical, rather than round, remnants) incorporating the lower diffusivity of molybdenum (in comparison to vanadium in Ti-6Al-4V) showed good agreement with measurements [24].

An understanding of the kinetics of fragmentation and termination migration and the effects of initial platelet thickness, level of deformation, and TMP temperature on such processes are also critical in establishing methods for developing ultrafine alpha particle sizes possessing low-temperature superplastic-forming capability. Typically, such approaches rely on warm-working via rolling or multi-axial forging and low-temperature heat-treatment to breakdown basketweave-alpha microstructures [25-27].

### Hot Rolling of Foil

The hot rolling of titanium-alloy sheet products can be quite difficult, especially as the desired final gage becomes thinner. Two examples related to the rolling of foil of gamma (TiAl) titanium-aluminide and $α/β$ titanium alloys illustrate advances and some remaining challenges in this area.

#### Hot Pack Rolling of Gamma-TiAl Foil

Because of its very limited cold workability, gamma-TiAl must be processed via hot-working methods. The production of sheet products of these materials is readily accomplished via hot pack rolling [28-31]. In this method, one or more preforms are canned in an expendable, low-cost, ductile alloy (to minimize chilling during rolling), sealed (to provide environmental protection), and rolled conventionally at low to moderate speed. The fabrication of foil with a thickness of 0.1 to 0.25 mm by this method is substantially more difficult. The principal challenges comprise (1) the need to control thickness uniformly to avoid final grinding and substantial reductions in product yield and (2) the development of methods to enable easy removal of finished foil(s) from the pack, especially after imparting large strains required to minimize re-canning and thus to achieve cost effectiveness.

A number of special considerations for hot pack rolling of foil of gamma-TiAl-base alloys have been identified [32]. Specifically, a special (proprietary) pack design that enables uniform reduction and ease of de-canning has been found to be very useful. With this design, the thickness is relatively uniform over most of the length of rolled foils (Figure 5a). However, sporadic regions that are locally-thicker have also been observed (Figure 5b). High-magnification SEM backscatter images revealed that the thicker areas contained large un-spheroidized remnants of $γ + α_2$ colony microstructure which were surrounded by equiaxed grains of the two phases (Figure 5c). Secondly, electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis showed that the [111] plane in the $γ$ phase and the (0001) plane in the $α_2$ phase of the remnants lay in the rolling plane. These planes are parallel to the habit plane of the $γ + α_2$ colony microstructure. The retention of the Burgers orientation relation between the phases suggested that the remnant colonies had undergone very limited, if any, deformation during rolling of both the sheet preform and the final foil product.
Figure 5. Backscatter-electron images of rolled foil of the \( \gamma + \alpha_2 \) alloy Ti-45.5Al-2Cr-2Nb (atomic percent): (a) Typical microstructure, (b) region of locally-greater thickness, and (c) higher-magnification micrograph of the central region in (b) showing the presence of a remnant-colony microstructure. In all images, \( \gamma \) is the darker phase and \( \alpha_2 \) is the lighter phase. [32]

The relative absence of deformation in remnant colonies can be rationalized based on the flow stress of the colony relative to the surrounding matrix of equiaxed grains and an approximate self-consistent (SC) analysis of the degree of strain-rate partitioning [32]. In particular, the flow stress of the remnant colony was estimated to be approximately four times that of the surrounding matrix. The higher flow stress was ascribed to two distinct influences of approximately equal measure: (1) a Hall-Petch-like effect (associated with the small thickness of the lamellae in the colonies) and (2) the hard orientation of the colonies per se. The SC analysis [33] quantified the approximate strain rates (relative to the overall imposed strain rate) in the harder (remnant-colony) and softer (equiaxed-matrix) micro-constituents as a function of the volume fraction of the hard phase \( f_{\text{hard}} \) and the ratio of the strength coefficients \( k \) of the two phases.

During the first rolling pass, during which the typical remnant colony comprises \( \approx 20 \) pct. of the cross section (i.e., \( f_{\text{hard}} = 0.2 \)), the SC analysis indicated that the strain rate in the harder remnant colony would be only one-tenth of the imposed strain rate (Figure 6a). As the overall sample thickness decreases, the remnant colony comprises an increasingly larger fraction of the cross section. Nevertheless, for the case considered in Reference 32, the strain rate in the colony during the last pass was estimated to still be less than one-half of the overall strain rate (Figure 6a).

The efficacy of an initial heat treatment to spheroidize remnant colonies and thus mitigate their deleterious effect on gage control during the pack rolling of gamma-TiAl foil has also been established [32]. For the material used in Reference 32, it was found that almost all of the remnant colonies were eliminated by a heat treatment of 3 h at 1200°C or 0.5 h at 1250°C. Predicted times based on Equation (6), i.e., 1-2 h or 0.25-0.5 h at the lower or higher temperature, respectively, showed reasonable agreement with these observations. By utilizing an initial spheroidization heat treatment, therefore, foil with a maximum thickness variation of \( \pm 15 \) \( \mu \text{m} \) has been produced.
Hot Pack Rolling of $\alpha/\beta$ Titanium Alloy Foil

The rolling of foil of $\alpha/\beta$ titanium alloys also presents its own distinct challenges. To the present, the greatest success has utilized a series of cold rolling steps in a Sendzimir mill with a number of intermediate anneals to restore cold workability. Such processes tend to be very expensive. An alternate, hot pack-rolling method would thus be very attractive.

Although $\alpha/\beta$ titanium alloys are very ductile at hot working temperatures, it has been found that a thickness reduction during hot pack rolling to a gauge less than ~0.2 mm can sometimes result in a mechanical instability. This instability is manifest by the development of a corrugated-like shape of the foil, consisting of a series of creases in the transverse direction (Figure 7). The spacing of the corrugations is typically of the order of twice the length of the arc of contact.

Figure 7. Photograph of a Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si foil which was hot packed rolled.

A quantitative description of the source of such flow non-uniformity has yet to be developed. There have been a number of investigations of non-uniform flow during the cold rolling of clad metals (in which the layers are bonded) [34-37]. Most of these have described the development of diffuse and localized necking in the harder component of the laminate as due to a load-instability arising from the generation of rolling-direction secondary tension stresses. Important factors in such failures have been deduced to include the plastic properties and the thickness ratio of the two components. In addition, the diameter of the work rolls has been shown to be important through its impact on redundant shearing in the softer layers of a laminate, thus affecting the relative flow properties of the layers and reducing the propensity for failure of the harder layer [36].

The nature of hot pack rolling of foil of $\alpha/\beta$ titanium alloys, in which the layers are not bonded, appears to be quite different, however. In such cases, a number of factors are likely important. These include the transfer time from the furnace, the rolling speed, the relative thickness of the pack layers, the material comprising the pack covers, and the friction conditions between the preform and covers. The transfer time, rolling speed, cover material, and instantaneous thickness of the pack layers all affect normal-direction temperature gradients which are developed as a result of radiation and conduction (roll chill) heat losses [29]. In concert with the innate flow behaviors of the preform and cover materials, these temperature gradients determine the local flow stress required for deformation and therefore the strain gradient.

Consider the situation in which there is no sliding between the foil preform and the covers. If, for example, the flow stress of the chilled covers is approximately twice that of the hotter preform within the can and the preform thickness is ~10 pct. of the total pack thickness, the results in Figure 6b reveal that the strain rate generated in the preform would be ~50 pct. greater than the overall imposed strain rate for the entire pack. Because the material outside the roll gap is non-deforming, there would thus be a tendency for the softer preform layer to buckle instead of extending excessively in the rolling direction.

For the actual case in which a low-friction parting agent would be used to enable removal of rolled sheets/foils, relative sliding between the pack components would occur. The magnitude of the sliding would depend on the through thickness pressure, coefficient of friction between the layers, etc. Furthermore, there is the possibility that the neutral point (at which the metal-flow direction changes) for the roll-cover interfaces would lie at a different position than that for the cover-preform interfaces. It may be hypothesized that such a situation could lead to large differences in the flow directions of the pack components that would exacerbate the tendency for corrugation. Research to quantify these phenomena is warranted.

Low-Temperature Superplasticity of Ultra-Fine Ti Alloys

Spurred by the needs of the airframe industry, major progress has been made in the last decade to develop $\alpha/\beta$ titanium alloys with ultra-fine microstructures that can be processed at lower-than-typical temperatures [38]. Lower processing temperatures enable the use of less-expensive die materials and shorter heating cycles. In addition, the amount of oxygen pickup is reduced, thereby reducing the amount of final machining/pickling and material losses.

Early research in this area was spearheaded in the 1990s by the Institute for Metals Superplasticity Problems (IMSP) in Ufa, Russia under the leadership of Professor G.A. Salishchev. In particular, a low-temperature, multi-axial, isothermal forging technique that yielded billets with an ultra-fine $\alpha$-particle size (providing low-temperature superplastic flow properties) and the elimination of microtexture was developed [39]; the latter attribute resulted from texture randomization typical of superplastic flow during the final stages of billet processing by this means. Complementary work in the 1990s by Inagaki [25] demonstrated the benefit of a process based on $\beta$ annealing/water quenching of plate followed by warm rolling to achieve desirable ultra-fine microstructures. Spurred by the seminal research at IMSP, the production of commercial quantities of low-temperature-formable sheet was implemented by VSMPO (Verkhnaya Salda) in Russia in the late 1990s. This was followed by major development efforts throughout the world, focusing first on ultra-fine variants of existing alloys (such as Ti-6Al-4V) and then other material compositions whose scale-up to commercial availability has been achieved during the last 5 years.

Plastic-Flow Behavior

The technological development of ultra-fine $\alpha/\beta$ Ti alloys suitable for low-temperature superplastic forming has been accompanied by research aimed at quantifying the microstructural basis for the phenomenon. For instance, the effect of $\alpha$-particle size and shape on flow stress has been established using both uniaxial tension testing of sheet and uniaxial compression of cylindrical samples extracted from billet [40-42]. Typical flow curves from tension tests on two different lots of VSMPO ultra-fine Ti-6Al-4V sheet material ("Sheet A" and "Sheet B") are summarized in Figure 8 [41]. In the as-received condition, the microstructure of Sheet A
was 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-1} (Figure 8b), both lots of sheet exhibited low initial hardening as observed for Sheet A. When the imposed strain rate was 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} (Figure 8b), both lots of sheet exhibited low initial flow stresses and flow hardening. This was as expected for Sheet A. The similarity in behavior of Sheet B was concluded to be a result of dynamic spheroidization at short times/low strains for this rate of deformation.

The flow-stress results from the tension tests of Sheets A and B (and similar measurements from compression tests on samples cut from a Ti-6Al-4V billet with an ultrafine \( \alpha \) particle size) were interpreted in the context of a generalized constitutive relation [40, 42, 43], i.e.,

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{ADGb}{k_B T} \left( \frac{\sigma}{G} \right)^n \left( \frac{1}{d} \right)^p
\]

(7)

Here, \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the strain rate, \( A \) is a fitting constant, \( D \) is a diffusivity pertinent to the dynamic process which limits the rate at which strain concentrations due to grain/interphase-boundary sliding are relaxed in the \( \beta \) matrix, \( G \) is the shear modulus of the \( \beta \) phase, \( b \) is the length of the Burgers vector in the \( \beta \) phase, \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( \sigma \) is the flow stress, \( n \) is the stress exponent of the strain rate (\( \beta/m \), in which \( m \) is the strain-rate sensitivity), \( d \) is the \( \alpha \)-particle diameter, and \( p \) is grain-size exponent of the strain rate. The applicability of Equation (7) for Ti-6Al-4V can be demonstrated by re-arranging it and plotting the calculated values of \( AD \) versus 1/\( T \) for Sheet A data (at the beginning and end of the tension tests) and Sheet B data (only at the end of the tests at which the \( \alpha \) particles had become spheroidized) (Fig. 9). In making this graph, the grain size exponent \( p \) was taken to be 2 (per Reference 39), and \( n \) was assumed to be 1.67 (i.e., \( m = 0.6 \)). The experimental points from the tension tests were found to lie close to the trend line for the compression results for Ti-6Al-4V billet with an ultra-fine microstructure, thus suggesting a unique constitutive behavior irrespective of whether deformation is imposed in tension or compression. Moreover, the apparent activation energy for plastic flow (160 kJ/mol) was found to be essentially identical to that for diffusion of vanadium through the beta matrix in Ti-6Al-4V [44].

**Effect of Alloy Composition on Plastic Flow**

Commercial production of sheet of ultra-fine Ti-6Al-4V and other \( \alpha/\beta \) titanium alloys in the US has seen major advances during the last five years. For instance, Ti-54M, an alloy originally developed by Timet for its excellent combination of strength, machinability, and ballistic performance [45], has been processed to fine-grain sheet using a method similar to that of Inagaki [25] so that it can be applied for low-temperature forming applications [46]. Early reports in the literature for such sheet material with an initial \( \alpha \)-particle size of \( \sim 2 \) to 7 \( \mu \text{m} \) revealed strain-hardening response followed by nearly-steady state flow (for strains of \( \sim 0.2 \) or greater); the flow stress was of the order of 15-30 MPa for test conditions consisting of a true strain rate equal to \( 5 \times 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-1} \) and temperature of 775\(^\circ\)C [47, 48]. Very recent plastic-flow measurements at the same temperature but a strain rate of \( 3 \times 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-1} \) for Ti-54M sheets with an starting \( \alpha \)-particle size of \( \sim 2 \mu \text{m} \)
The Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si flow curve was higher at 775°C and strain rates of 10^{-4} s^{-1} (cross-plotted from Figure 8). The similarity of the results, despite the range of reported \( \alpha \)-particle/grain sizes (1.5 to 5 \( \mu \)m), seems to underscore the challenge of measuring this very important microstructural parameter, not only in terms of its mean value, but also its distribution.

The results in Figure 10 are also compared to an approximate flow curve at 775°C/3 \( \times 10^{-4} \) s\(^{-1} \) for Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si. (Using the reported strain-rate and temperature sensitivities of the flow stress, this curve was derived from measurements in Reference 51 for material with an \( \alpha \)-particle size of 2.2 \( \mu \)m tested at 750°C and 10^{-5} s\(^{-1} \)). The Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si flow curve was higher than those for Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-54M by approximately a factor of three, and also exhibited a measurable degree of flow hardening. Assuming similar values for the all of the parameters in Equation (7) for the different alloys, except the diffusivity \( D \), a three-fold higher flow stress would suggest a value of \( D \) for Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si which is approximately one-sixth (1/3\(^{1/3} \)) that of the other alloys. This ratio is almost identical to that found in Reference 52. Furthermore, similar to the observations for ultra-fine Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-54M [40-42], the flow hardening noted for Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si (Figure 10) has been shown to be due to dynamic coarsening [51].

**Diffusion Bonding and Friction-Stir Welding**

As for a variety of metallic materials, the plastic deformation associated with the flattening of surface asperities plays a key role in the diffusion bonding of \( \alpha/\beta \) titanium alloys. Thus, the low flow stress of these alloys in the ultra-fine-microstructure condition is also beneficial with regard to diffusion bonding at lower-than-normal temperatures. This benefit was first illustrated in the work of Sanders, et al. [53] for Ti-6Al-4V, Ti-54M, and ATI 425, both when each alloy was bonded to itself as well as to one of the other alloys in the group. More recently, the bonding of Ti-54M, Ti-6Al-4V, and Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si with initial \( \alpha \)-particle sizes of 2.4, 5.9, and 4.1 \( \mu \)m, respectively, has been investigated [54]. Mirroring the flow-stress trends, bonding of a given alloy to itself could be accomplished at low temperatures/low pressures most readily for Ti-54M and least readily for Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si. For a given processing temperature and pressure, the bonding of Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si to either of the other two alloys was better than to itself, thus illustrating the important influence of the deformation resistance of the alloy with lower flow stress during the joining of dissimilar materials.

An increasing demand for larger and more complex titanium sheet-metal parts has also focused attention on the fabrication of *tailor-welded* blanks and their subsequent forming response. In this regard, Sanders and his colleagues have established the effect of process variables during friction-stir welding (FSW) on the microstructures developed within and outside the weld nugget for various \( \alpha/\beta \) titanium alloys and their effect on strain uniformity during forming, e.g., Reference 55. For mill-annealed fine-grain Ti-6Al-4V sheet, for example, the FSW parameters that gave the most uniform flow during subsequent high-temperature tension testing comprised a pin RPM of 325, feed rate of 1.67 mm/s, and forging load (through the thickness) of 55 kN. It was also determined that the removal of tools marks left by the rotating FSW pin (via grinding) was necessary to obtain optimal superplastic forming response after joining.

**Texture and Microtexture Formation in \( \alpha/\beta \) Ti Alloys**

The formation of crystallographic texture often has a strong effect on both first-tier (e.g., yield strength, modulus) and second-tier (e.g., fatigue, creep) properties, especially for \( \alpha/\beta \) titanium alloys. Some of the recent advances in the quantification of the formation of deformation and transformation textures and the detection and retention of microtexture are briefly summarized in this section.

**Deformation Texture**

A large amount of research has been conducted to understand the development of deformation textures due to processes such as sheet rolling, extrusion, and forging. For the workhorse titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V, for instance, deformation mode and processing temperature have a strong influence on texture [56, 57]. In addition, substantial research has been performed to simulate the development of deformation texture in single- and two-phase titanium alloys [58]. This work has utilized various approaches, including the Taylor (isotrain) [59], viscoplastic self-consistent [60], and crystal-plasticity FEM (CPFEM) methods [61].

Recently, the modeling of deformation textures during forging of \( \alpha/\beta \) titanium alloys has focused on a CPFEM technique using the
commercially-available, metal-forming code DEFORM™ [62]. The enhanced FEM software package enables the input of measured starting textures (from x-ray pole figures or EBSD), a routine to partition strain between the α and β phases, a crystal-plasticity module to simulate crystal rotations associated with slip, and a module with several different variant-selection criteria that enables the prediction of the texture of the secondary-alpha platelets that form within the beta-matrix phase during cooling following α/β hot working or heat treatment. With this code, texture predictions for a Ti-6Al-4V pancake forging, which showed approximate agreement with observations, were obtained [62, 63].

Transformation Texture

Textures formed in α/β titanium alloys that result from decomposition of the metastable, high-temperature β phase depend on whether-cooling occurs from the two-phase or single-phase field. A number of mechanisms have been observed and reported for each case. However, the TMP conditions that favor each are not well understood.

The observed mechanisms can be partitioned into variant selection at prior β grain boundaries and variant selection within prior β grains. For the former instance, it has been reported that the preferred variant has: (1) the minimum possible angle between the habit plane and the grain-boundary plane [64, 65], (2) the close-packed α₁ direction lying in the grain-boundary plane, (3) adjacent prior β grains with nearly parallel {110} planes [66, 67], (4) the minimum deviation of grain boundary α from the Burgers orientation relationship with respect to the non-Burgers-related grain [68]. Another important consideration following nucleation is whether or not the grain boundary plane is coincident with a fast-growth direction in the α phase (0001) and <1120>. If this condition is satisfied, a particular variant could more quickly cover large areas of grain boundary.

For the case of variant selection during cooling from the two-phase field, all of the above mechanisms may also be operative, but the presence of primary α adds an additional consideration. Specifically, it has been hypothesized that local stresses developed as a result of differences in coefficients of thermal expansion between the α and β phases tend to favor the formation of α variants whose orientation is similar to that of the primary α [5, 69]. Such biasing of the texture of the secondary α by that of the primary α has been modeled based on a minimum strain-energy hypothesis [69]. In other work, it has been postulated that the anisotropic contraction of primary α during cooling may activate slip on selected {110} slip planes in the β phase, thus biasing the secondary-α variants that are formed [70].

Within β grain interiors, it has been hypothesized that (0001)ₐ will prefer {110} planes that accumulated significant amounts of strain during prior deformation [71]. However, as suggested recently [67], such a rule may not apply when the imposed strain is relatively small (i.e., order of 0.1). Moreover, sympathetic nucleation from the broad faces of existing α laths/colonies has also been reported. This mechanism is based on minimizing the elastic strain energy of the system [72].

While all of these mechanisms are possible, additional research is required to determine the ranges of TMP parameters for which each mechanism may dominate. Suitable models must include a method to predict the orientation of the grain-boundary α and whether this orientation will grow into the β grain as a sideplate or if it will stimulate nucleation of a different α variant that grows into the interior. Moreover, it must predict the number of variants formed per grain as a function of cooling rate and the relative fraction of each variant that is formed.

Retention and Characterization of Microtexture Regions

Microtextured regions (MTRs, or macrozones) of nearly common crystallographic orientation often persist following large-strain deformation of near-α and α/β titanium alloys in the two-phase field [63]. The dimensions of these features are typically 100’s of microns to several millimeters and have important implications with respect to TMP response, ultrasonic inspection, and fatigue behavior. A number of efforts have been made to characterize MTRs using EBSD data and elastic waves [e.g., 73-77].

EBSD methods can be broadly classified into "real-space" and “Fourier-space” approaches. In the former, similar to classical segmentation protocols, crystallographic misorientation or c-axis mismatch (or both) are calculated between a given pixel and its local neighborhood of pixels. Because two adjacent primary-α particles that are part of the same MTR may not be physically touching in an EBSD data set (due to the potential for secondary-α of a different orientation between them), it is necessary to consider a local window around a given pixel when defining the MTR. Such double-segmentation protocols based on first defining α particles based on misorientation followed by grouping non-interconnected particles into MTRs based on c-axis misorientation have been implemented in the software package DREAM.3D [78]. Pair-correlation functions represent another important way to characterize spatial correlations of similarly-oriented α particles. In this method, vectors of all possible lengths and orientations are sampled within the microstructure to determine the probability that both the head and tail lie within a region of similar orientation. This method is powerful because it incorporates all of the classical statistical measures of microstructure (volume fraction, feature-size distribution, morphology, crystallography) plus the spatial correlation. There is a drawback, however, in that this information is not easily accessible from the correlation function without assuming an underlying distribution of the features; usually Poisson statistics are assumed. Because discrete measurements of features are not made, large features occurring at low frequencies (which may control fatigue behavior) are not easy to capture by this means. On the other hand, the real-space method offers the advantage of providing the upper tail of the distribution to which extreme-value statistics can be applied. The Fourier domain methods are extremely useful when comparing to the results of ultrasonic inversion models, however, because these techniques use the same correlation function as a description of the microstructure [77].

Several important advances have also been made with regard to quantitative measurements of MTRs using ultrasonic (UT) methods. In particular, closed-form solutions for ultrasonic wave propagation and scattering applicable to near-α (and likely α/β) alloys have been obtained [79, 80]. The methods utilize ratios of attenuation and backscattering coefficients collected in various wave-propagation directions for the inversion of experimentally-measured ultrasound data to spatially resolve MTR size. These techniques have been compared with EBSD methods, and
reasonable agreement has been found for mean MTR sizes, thus justifying the UT method for quality control or screening of billet products. These techniques are not sufficiently mature to identify the largest, life-limiting features at this time, however.

Summary and Future Challenges

The evolution of microstructure in α/β (and to a greater or lesser extent in near-α and β-rich) titanium alloys during TMP is controlled by a plethora of phenomena including (1) recovery and recrystallization, (2) boundary grooving/platelet fragmentation, (3) spheroidization via termination migration, and (4) coarsening of α lamellae/particles. An understanding of the kinetics of each mechanism is critical to the design of wrought processes to achieve a desirable level of microstructural uniformity and to avoid defects such as micro-textured regions (MTRs). The understanding and control of microstructure and associated plastic-flow properties is also critical with regard to secondary-forming processes such as foil rolling, superplastic sheet forming, etc. A number of key challenges, ripe for future research, remain, however. These include the following:

- Methods to control/avoid abnormal grain growth during processing in the β phase field, be it during ingot breakdown or final annealing of fracture-critical components.
- Development of an understanding of the evolution of lamellar-α thickness (following β processing) and its effect on subsequent α/β processing of production-scale mill products.
- Methods to predict/minimize/eliminate MTR retention as a function of production ingot/billet conversion practices. Modeling and simulation techniques to predict the size, shape, and population of MTRs.
- Development of simulation techniques that provide quantitative location-specific predictions of α-phase deformation textures in complex-shaped forgings.
- Development of quantitative rules for α-variant selection during the decomposition of metastable β during cooling from the α/β or β phase field.
- Production-scalable methods to refine/modify the microstructure of hard-to-work alloys to enable low-temperature superplastic forming.
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